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A new characterization of commutative regular languages is given. Using it, it is proved 
that every commutative one-counter language is regular. 
The family of regular languages is a very basic and quite well understood family of 
languages. Hence, one way of gaining more insight into various language families is 
to investigate conditions which imposed on a language within a given language family 
will imply its regularity. This line of research is quite popular within formal language 
theory (see, e.g., [ 1,3,4] and [5]). 
In the present paper we investigate conditions enforcing regularity of commutative 
languages. In particular we are concerned with those subfamilies of the family of 
context-free languages for which commutativity implies regularity. 
It is conjectured in [8] that the family of quasi-rational languages (that is, the 
substitution closure of the family of linear languages) is a language family of such a 
kind. The conjecture still remains open, however, two partial answers have been 
recently established: every commutative linear language is regular (see [4]) and every 
commutative quasi-rational language over a two-letter alphabet is regular (see [lo]). 
It is conjectured in [9] that commutativity implies regularity within the family of one- 
counter languages, that is, the rational cone generated by &*-the semi-Dyck 
language over one pair of parentheses (a rational cone is a family of languages closed 
under rational transductions or, equivalently, closed under morphisms, inverse 
morphisms and intersection with regular sets). 
This conjecture is proved in our paper. In order to prove it, we provide a new 
characterization of commutative regular languages: a commutative language L E X* 
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is regular if and only if there exists a positive integer N such that, for each w EL and 
each x E X, if the number of occurrences of x in w is at least N, then w(x”)* s L. 
This characterization combined with a pumping lemma for one-counter languages 
provides a proof of the conjecture. 
PRELIMINARIES 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic formal language theory, and in 
particular with the theory of context-free languages (see, e.g., [2,6] and [ 111). 
Let X be a finite alphabet. For w E X*, 1 w 1 denotes the length of w and for x E X, 
( w Ix denotes the number of occurrences of x in w. The (binary) shuII’le operation (U-I) 
onX*isdefinedbyuLUV={U1U1#ZVZ...UnUnIn~1,Ui,UiEX*,1(1...un=uand 
VI “‘U”=U}. 
For languages L, L’ C_ X*, L LU L’ = UWEL,W,EL, w UI w’. 
The commutative closure of w E X*, denoted c(w), is the set of all words obtained 
from w by permuting occurrences of letters in w. For a language L C_ X*, 
c(L) = u&v,, c(w) and we say that L is a commutative language if L = c(L). 
I. COMMUTATIVE REGULAR LANGUAGES 
In this section we provide a characterization of commutative regular languages. 
By using the shuffle operation, the celebrated theorem of Higman [7] can be stated 
in the following manner: 
THEOREM 1 [7]. For every language L G X *, there exists a finite subset F of L 
such that L E F UI X*. Hence, L UJ X* = F LU X* is a regular language. 
We will need a slight generalization of this result. 
THEOREM 2. Let X = {x1 ,..., xk} be an alphabet and let for each i E {l,..., k} ui 
be a word in x/ . Then, for each language L G X*, L, = L LU c(u: +-. u$) is a 
regular language. 
Proof: Let A = {(i , ,..., ik) I 0 < ij < I uil for j E { l,..., k} } and let, for 
p = (i 1,..., ik) E A R, be the regular language c(x:u: . -- xkut ). Clearly 
L, = U,,, (((L n RP) UI X*)n RJ. Since A is finite and (by Theorem 1) 
(L n R,) LLI X* is regular, L, is regular. # 
We are ready now to prove a characterization of commutative regular languages. 
THEOREM 3. Let L c X* be a commutative language. Then L is regular if and 
only if there exists a positive integer N such that for each w E L and for each x E X, 
I w Ix > N implies w(x”)* G L. 
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Proof: Let X= {xi,..., xk}. Assume that L is regular. Then L n xr ..a xt is a 
finite union of languages of the form A ,A 2 .a. A,, where, for 1 < i Q k, Ai is a regular 
subset of XT. Since a regular language included in XT is a finite union of languages of 
the form x~(x~)*, we get L nx; . . . xt = Uyzl Lj, where, for 1 <j < n, 
Lj = x;‘(x;l)* . . . xp(xt)* for some si, t, ,..., sk, t, E N. Let, for 1 <j < n, dj denote 
sup@, + tl,“‘, s,+t,}, d= 1 +sup{djI 1 <j<n} and let N=d!. 
Let i E (l,..., k} and let w E L be such that 1~1,~ > N. Then there exists 
Lj = x;‘(x;l)* . . . _q(.Q)* such that w E c(Lj) and 1 < ti < d. Clearly, w(x:i)* G 
c(L,) c L and consequently (because ti divides N) w(xr)* G L. 
Assume now that L satisfies the sufficient part of the statement of the theorem. 
Then the regularity of L is proved by the induction on k-the number of distinct 
letters occurring in the words from L. 
If k = 0, then L = (E} is regular. 
Assume that k > 0. Then L = L’ U L”, where L’={wELIIwl,>N for each 
xEX) and L”=U~=,(l_l~:,iLij)for Li,j={wELIIw/,i=j}. For iE(l,..., k}, let 
Xi = X\{xi} and let press: X * + XT be the homomorphism defined by pre~.~(x) = x 
for x E Xi and pre~.i(x~) = E. Then Li,j = L;,j UJ 4, where LIJ =~T~s.~(L~,~) is a 
commutative language over Xi. Let wsLIj and x, E Xi be such that I w lxs > N. Then 
w+ E Li,j G L and so, by assumption, wxi(xT)* G L. Since wx{ E Lij and s # i, it 
must be that w$(xy)* G Li,j and consequently w(xt)* G Ll,j. By the inductive 
hypothesis it follows that L;,j is regular and consequently Li,j and L” are regular. 
Hence it remains to prove that L’ is regular. By the definition of L’, we have 
L/(x7)* ... (xt)* 5 L’ which implies that L’ = L’(xy)* ... (xf)* and consequently 
(because L’ is a commutative language) L’ = L’ LU c((xy)* 9.. (XT)*). Thus, by 
Theorem 2, L’ is regular. fl 
II. COMMUTATIVE ONE-COUNTER LANGUAGES 
In this section we prove that every commutative one-counter language is regular. 
First we recall an iteration result for one-counter languages. 
THEOREM 4 [ 91. Let L be a one-counter language. There exists a positive integer 
N, such that each w E L with ) WI > N,, admits a factorization w = w,uwzvw3 
satisfying the following conditions: 
luvl> 1, 
Iw,uuw3I GN,,, 
w1unw2vnw3 E L for each n > 1. 
THEOREM 5. Every commutative one-counter language is regular. 
Proof. Let L G X* be a commutative one-counter language and let N, > 3 be a 
constant satisfying the statement of Theorem 4. Let N = N, ! > 2N,. Let w E L and 
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x E X be such that 1 WI, > N. Then there exists a word w’ E c(w) G L such that 
w’ = xNow”xNo for some w” E X*. By Theorem 4, w’ admits a factorization 
w’ = wlxiw2xiw3, where 1 < i +j < No and wl(xi)” w,(xj)” wj E L for each n > 1. 
Since w E c(w’) and L is commutative, w(x’+j)* EL; consequently, because i + j 
divides N, w(xN)* G L. Hence, by Theorem 3, L is regular and the theorem holds. 1 
Inspecting the proof of the above result we notice that actually one has the 
following result: if Y’ is a language family for which the iterative result of Theorem 4 
holds, then every commutative language in .Y is regular. But this iteration theorem is 
weaker than the classical iteration lemma for linear languages (see, e.g., [2]) and so 
we get a different proof of the result from [4] which states that every commutative 
linear language is regular. 
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